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AnsrnacT

In this pa,per are prosonted, :

a : the results of pulse shape calculations for particlos incident, perpen-
dicular to the p-type surface of a lithium drifted junction dotoctor ;

b : the non-linearities introduced by shaping theso pulses wit'h a single
RC integrator followed by a single RC differontiator ; the time constants of
the networks are equal and ha,ve t'he same ordor of magnitude as the pulse
rise t'ime.

l. INrnoDUcrroN

In the study of nuclear reactions the semiconductor junction

detector is nowa,days extensively used, because of its excellent

energy resolution. The energy resolution which ca,n be achieved

with these detectors is limited by the noise generated in the detector

and associated electronics. In practice networks, with a suitably

designed frequency characteristic, are used t'o obtain the optimal

signal to noise ra tio.
In the case of the p-i-n junctior, or lit'hium ion drifted., det'ector

the main contribution to the noise is usually shot noise due to the

detector current,. This noise source gives rise to a' noise voltage

with a L lf fuequency distribution. To minimize this noise, networks

with short time constants are required. On the other hand the

pulses obtained from p-i-njunction detectors a,re generally relatively

slow. The pulse rise times, which mey be as long &s several microsec-

onds, can not be considered to be small in comparison with the

time constants of the shaping networks. This mea,ns t'hat also the

detecto,r pulses may be attenuated considerably. The design of

networks for optimal signal to noise ratio is complicated by this

(*) Address : Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Ilnivorsiteit van Amst'erdam,
Valckenierstraat' 65, Amsterd.am.
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fact. Moreover, the amplitude of the shaped pulse becomes depen-

dent on the shape of the detect'or pulse. Since the shape of the

detector pulse is a complex function of the energy non-Iinearities

&re int'roduced.

In this paper the shaping effect of the combination of a single

RC integrating and a single RC differentiating n rtwork is consid-

ered. The pulse attenuation and shape dependent distortion ilre

calculated. No attention is given to noise reduction and optimali-

zation of the signal to noise ratio.

2. Inpur PULSE

The subject of pulse shape analysis of p-i-n detector pulses

tras been treated in detail in a, previous pa,per (*). The lines along

llirlr
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Representation of the deteetor ancl the incident particle.

(*) C. A. J. AmrvrErÈLAAN, R. F. RurvrprronsT, L. A. Crr. I{or:nts, Nucleq,r'

Instru,m,en,ts and' Method,s, 22 (1963), 189.
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which this analysis proceeds will be summarized in this chapter
and the results will be given.

The detector is a window-less p-i-n detector made by the
lithium ion drift process. fn the ion drift process an intrinsic region,
thickness W, has been created between a, p- and n-type layer.
fn the reverse biased detector, reverse voltage V, there is a homo-
geneous electric field in the intrinsic region of magnitude Vi\M.
Particles with energy E,; are incident upon this detectcr, perpen-
dicular to the p-type surfaee. Their ra,nge in silicon is given by R.
The situation is illustrated by figure l. An empirical range-energy

relationship of the type R - e,.EÍ ir used ; a and b are parameters
which are adjusted to give & best fit with the experimental data.
For all types of particles the value b

particles lose their energy in the semiconductor material primarily
by electronic excitation, i. e. the creation of free electrons and holes.

The density of the electrons and holes along the particle track is
proportional to the specific energy loss. In the intrinsic region the
electrons and holes are separated by the electric field. The electrons,
which have a drift mobility Ve, will move u'ith velocity V,.Y/W.
Theelectront,ra,nsittimet1,gisthereforegivenbytt,,
The hole mobility Vh is assumed to be & factor three smaller than
the electron mobility : Vn

induces a voltage pulse on the detector electrodes. The shape of
t'he pulse is obtained by summing the contributions of all electrons

and holes. The pulse height at time Í is given by E(l). The maximal
pulse height is equal to t'he energy loss of the particle in the intrinsic
region of the detector.

The pulse shape formula are expressed in reduced quantities.
These quantities and their definitions are :

reduced. range

reduced time

p

Í
reduced pulse height e

The results in mathematical form a,re then :
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for l
I b+L b+L

:r-:( t\b b'o(/ 1\b -(r-- 
a \-lg\r -i) + r*i(,t-;l -(' 3 ?/ i

for I
1: r - ( , -1\'.\p/

The results in graphical form are presented in figure 2.
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'Fig. 2. Pulse shapes
of a p-,i-n detector. The

l.o 2.O 2.5 30 Í
for radiation incident perpendicular to the p-side
curves are labelled with the appropriate value of

the reduced ra,nge.

Srru.prrve NET'woRK3.

The shaping network consists of a single RC integrator followed
by a' single RC differentiator. The network is shown in figure 3.
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It is often used because of its srmplicity and its good properties

from the point of view of signal to noise ratio. The time constants

of the networks Ínc are chosen to be equal : Ínc - Rc.Ce : Ra.Ca.

The reduced time constant rRC is defined by rR,c

d.etector pulses are the input pulses for the shaping network and &re

denoted by Y t , the shaped detector pulses or output' pulses are

denoted by Vu.

vi -l
-.rt- F .

-- 

t";

Fig. 3. The pulse shaping network.

4. Ourpur PULSE

In the case of fast pulses the exact, shape of the input pulse

is not reflected in the shape and amplitude of the output, pulse.

The input pulse therefore may be put equal to a step function :

Vc(r) - H("). The output pulse is obtained as the exact, solution

of differential equations ; the result' is :

V"(")
This pulse reaches its maximum at Í -- rnc ; the maximal value

is L le.An illustration is given in figure 4, upper part.
The €Lssumption of fast pulses is not sat'isfied in the c&se of

p-i-n detector pulses. A more general a,pproach is required there-

fore. The input, or det'ector pulses may be written as a superposition

of st'ep funct'ions :

V;(")

The network described in the previous chapter is a linear net'work.

The ouput pulse is therefore given by the same superposition c,f

step response functions :

Ri

o
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The

also

for

output, pulse is slower, because always

smaller amplitude. This is illustrated in

the case p - 1, TRc : 1.

Tmax

figure 4, lower part',
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Fig. 4.

Upper part, : tho step function and st'ep response function.

Lower part : the detector pulse for p - I and the shaped detector pulse

for rRC: I.

The maximal value of the output pulse can be written as :

Yu,mAx: Ile.S(p,r6c) for 0<P(1

and Yu,max : tltfl - 
(1 

- 
li p)lib). S(p, rnc) for l(p

The attenuation is described by the factor S, which is less than one.

By defining this factor in the above mentioned \M&/: S contains

only the shape dependent attenuation. The pulse shape is deter-
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mined, by the ra,nge, which in its turn is given by t'he energy' ma,ss

and charge of the incid.ent particle. Since S is thus energy depen-

dent, the output signal is no longer proportional to the energy

of the incid.ent particle. These non-linearities are also described

by the factor S. The non-linearity for a given valueof shaping time

constant, is measured. by the maximum over the minimum value

of S.

Numerical values of S were calculated. a,s function of P and

r3c. The results are presented in figure 5.
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The attenuation factor S

the shaping time constant TRo.
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5. DrscussroN ox' Tr{E RESULTS

The amount of non-linearity can be determined. from the data

presented in figure 5. For TR,c : 1, which means pulse shaping

time equal to the electron transit time, the non-linearity is 1.31.

Other values for the non-linearity are : 1.10 at' rR,c - 1.8; 1.01 at'

TR,c : 5.5 ;1.003 at TR,c

The information given in figure 5 enables a detailed calculation

of the distortion of the energy scale. This is of help in t'he analysis

of complex spectra, where a,n exact knowledge of peak posit'ions

is required.

Knowledge of the effect, of shaping networks on the d,etector

pulses forms part of the solution of the more general problem of

signal to noise optimalizatiorr.
Particle identification is possible by comparing the ra,nge and

energy dependent RC shaped pulses with delay line clipped. pulses,

which may easily be made only energy dependent,.

The numerical results on which figure 5 is based a,re available

on request for a slightly wider range of the parameters. Calculations

for particles incident perpendicular to the n-type surface of a p-i-n

detector are in progress.
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Quest'ion oÍ M. SvnLTo to M. AmmnnLAAN. --__ I woulcl like t,o ad.d a brief
comment, to that pa,per. The calculations of the amplitudes of the output,
pulses for different energies in Li-clrifted counters, have been d,one with
fixed. bandwidth of the amplifier, limited by two RC - I psee. But, whon
t'here is a problem of finite riso time (charge collection time in the psec range)
it' is rnore useful to utilize a delay lino shaping network, with only an inte-
gration time constant, ; the advanta,ges a,re : limitecl, ballistic deficit,, good
resolution and resolving time.

Reply oÍ M. Amunnr-,elN to M. Svnr,ro f agr.ee with the commont,
that M. Svelto made. Actually we use delay line clipping in connection with
the p'i-n detector work in our fnstitute. In this wey we incleed. obtain
proport'ionality botween pulse height and particle energy, good enorg)r
resolution and high allowed counting rate. I{owever, it, is not an oasy task
to maintain sufficient zera balanee during the long clecay t,imes of only
slightly d.ifferentiated pulses.
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